
 

Hendrik Lourens is a management
consultant who has worked with
Qantas, John Holland, CPB, Downer
& Anglo American. He specialises in
applying Complexity Science &
Theory of Constraints to deliver
breakthrough results. He has turned
around manufacturers and improved
the safety & productivity of
companies as well as published in
various various journals on efficiency
and innovation. 
 

To sign up :https://tix.yt/-Dx
or contact: info@stratflow.com.au  

STRATFLOW.COM
AUSTRALASIA WEBINAR
7 MAY 2020
2.30-4.00 PM AEST  
Target Audience:  Business Owners,
Supply Chain and Operations
executives, middle managers and
frontline workers.   Cost: Free
 

MANUFACTURING TACTICS:
MITIGATE LOCKDOWN & POSITION FOR
RECOVERY

The Covid 19 impact on countries and manufacturers    
 have been more rapidly than anyone expected. Forced
shutdowns and disruption of international supply chains
have forced manufacturers to deal with unpredictable
shocks to supply at a time when the impact on demand 
 was as difficult to predict. 

This forced many to have to scramble to maintain cash flow. Countries have had to rethink the
strategic role of manufacturing and supply chains and consider the risk inherent in just in time
systems designed with just enough capacity for average demand.
Following on a successful presentation with HERA in NZ titled "Enhance product delivery & improve
cash flow quickly – post COVID-19 lockdown" Arrie van Niekerk will again share tried and trusted
techniques to deal with our new environment. 

Quickly increase cash flow and position for profit with fast
startup and shortened lead time

FACILITATORS
Arrie van Niekerk has 25 years'
experience with the application  
of the TOC. He has
successfully applied it into
more than 100 operations in
many parts of the world,
delivering remarkable results.
His expertise lies in finding
unique solutions for production
flow lines in manufacturing,
fabrication, construction, asset
management and maintenance.

Know how to position your company for the economic restart with fast startup and shorter lead times.
How to increase cash flow quickly.
Understand which best practice management ideas are harmful in the new world order.
Know why protective capacity is required for success and where to focus this.

 

WEBINAR OUTCOMES 
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